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Depending on the average number of messages to be handled, the following
combinations of the BUSINESS CODER and optional accessories are recommended:
BUSINESS CODER
For users with few messages, e.g. mobile delegations.

Enciphering:
- Type in (secret) plain text on keyboard
- Cryptogram appears on tape printer
Deciphering:
- Type in (received) cryptogram on keyboard
- Plain text appears on tape printer

BUSINESS CODER and TR-803
For users that normally receive many messages, especially cryptogram punched tapes,
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Enciphering:
- Type in (secret) plain text on keyboard or insert a prepunched plain
text tape into the reader
- Cryptogram appears on tape printer
Deciphering:
- Insert (received) cryptogram punched tape into reader
- Plain text appears on tape printer

BUSINESS CODER, TR-803 and TP-803
For users that receive and transmit many messages via telex,

BUSINESS CODER
TP-803
TR-803

Enciphering:
- Type in (secret) plain text on keyboard or insert (secret) prepunched
plain text tape into reader
- Cryptogram punched tape is produced by perforator and plain text proof copy
appears on tape printer
Deciphering:
- Insert (received) cryptogram punched tape into reader
- Plain text appears on tape printer or on punched tape

BUSINESS CODER, TR-803 and TA-803
For message centers requiring full page text copies.
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Enciphering:
- Type in (secret) plain text on BUSINESS CODER keyboard or insert (secret)
prepunched plain text tape into reader TR-803
- Cryptogram punched tape is produced by teletypewriter and plain text proof
copy appears on tape printer
Deciphering:
- Insert (received) cryptogram punched tape into reader TR-803
- Plain text appears on teletypewriter (tape printer can be switched off).
Other accessories such as acoustic telephone couplers are available on request.

The GRETAG BUSINESS CODER SYSTEM is an advanced, easy to operate,
portable solid-state ciphering system intended for banking and internal communi
cation networks of large international companies. The GRETAG BUSINESS CODER
SYSTEM is a high security off-line system offering maximum protection in respect
to electrical and acoustical radiation.
The GRETAG BUSINESS CODER SYSTEM consists of the basic BUSINESS CODER
CRYPTOGRAPHIC UNIT and various accessories for operational flexibility. The
accessories, TR-803, punched tape reader, TP-803, punched tape perforator and
TA-803, teletypewriter adapter, permit direct processing of incoming and outgoing
tapes and interconnection with standard teletypewriter equipment.
The BUSINESS CODER is a computerized cryptographic unit offering excellent
reliability under all operating conditions. The advanced technology and the
interchangeable printed circuit boards (integrated circuits) guarantee easy main
tenance.
The built-in ciphering program computer generates the programs necessary to
encipher and decipher messages. A tremendous number of different codes can be
chosen by the customer. GRETAG has absolutely no way of knowing any secret
customer code. A particular ciphering program is determined by a small secret
wiring plug and by a secret elementary key. The secret wiring plug is removable
and the wiring configuration is easily modified by the user. The secret elementary
key consists of ten letters to be typed in on the keyboard prior to operation.
These two secret elements must naturally be identical for corresponding partners.
Cryptologically speaking, the BUSINESS CODER is of no value to anyone without
the secret wiring plug. If a secret wiring plug should fall into unauthorized hands
knowledge of the secret elementary key is still necessary for the message to be
deciphered. Codebreaking of BUSINESS CODER messages is impossible in useful
time.
In the enciphering mode the ciphered text is directly printed out in cryptogram
format; five-letter words and ten such words per line. In teletypewriter operation,
the carriage return, line feed, letter/figure shift, etc. are introduced automatically
whenever necessary. A cryptogram received with transmission errors can still be
deciphered with only the actually disturbed portions lost.
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GRETAG
GRETAG LIMITED, ALTHARDSTRASSE 70, CH-8105 REGENSDORF/ZURICH, SWITZERLAND, TELEPHONE: 051711771, TELEX: 53950
Printed in Switzerland

